Defective replication of porcine transmissible gastroenteritis virus in a continuous cell line.
During a search for established cell lines to produce large quantities of porcine transmissible gastroenteritis virus (TGEV), we observed bright immunofluorescent staining 6- 12h after infection of pig kidney derived LLC-PK1 line. Infectious virus yield was, however, 2 log10 lower than that from secondary adult pig thyroid (APT/2) cell cultures, although small plaques were visible by three days in cultures maintained under agarose, suggesting limited replication. Attempts to adapt TGEV to the LLC-PK1 cell line by 10 serial 20h passes were unsuccessful. Procedures to purify virions from infected LLC-PK1 cells produced less than 1% of the particles isolated from parallel APT/2 cultures. Examination of intracellular viral RNA in actinomycin-D treated cells revealed similar amounts of genomic RNA and the 4 major subgenomic species in both cell types, suggesting that there was no defect in viral RNA replication. In vitro translation of polyadenylated RNA from infected APT/2 and LLC-PK1 cells, followed by immune precipitation of the products, showed similar profiles of precursors to structural polypeptides, confirming the functional integrity of the viral messengers in the restrictive cell. Comparison of the viral polypeptides synthesised following infection of the two cell types showed that similar species were synthesised in both, corresponding to a group of 28-30,000 mol. wt. envelope glycopolypeptides, a 47,000 mol. wt. nucleoprotein and peplomer glycopolypeptides of about 200,000 mol. wt. The rate of viral polypeptide synthesis in LLC-PK1 cells was reproducibly higher than in APT/2, resulting in the earlier detection of bands and greater incorporation of isotope. Tunicamycin at 1 microgram/ml had a similar effect in both cells, preventing glycosylation of the 26,000 mol. wt. precursor of the envelope glycopolypeptides and synthesis of the 200,000 peplomer glycoprotein. Degradation of the nucleoprotein from 47,000 to 42,000 mol. wt. although detectable in both cells was more marked in the LLC-PK1 cultures. Phosphorylation of these proteins was readily demonstrated in both cells, although phosphorylation of host proteins and, to some extent, viral envelope proteins was considerably greater in the LLC-PK1. The significance of this finding with respect to virus maturation is being investigated.